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Jyoti Educational Society was founded in 2008 with the intent toJyoti Educational Society was founded in 2008 with the intent to
provide education in rural areas and help kids aspiring to pursueprovide education in rural areas and help kids aspiring to pursue
education.education.

Sheoran International School was founded under the aegis of JyotiSheoran International School was founded under the aegis of Jyoti
Educational Society with an aim to make learning fun by embracing theEducational Society with an aim to make learning fun by embracing the
unconventional way i.e. Play, Learn, Innovate and Experience.unconventional way i.e. Play, Learn, Innovate and Experience.

A good school is where students can study in a stress-free environmentA good school is where students can study in a stress-free environment
and enjoy the freedom to ask thought-provoking questions.and enjoy the freedom to ask thought-provoking questions.

Our motive at Sheoran is to generate curiosity among students, allowOur motive at Sheoran is to generate curiosity among students, allow
them to commit mistakes and then learn, favouring personalisedthem to commit mistakes and then learn, favouring personalised
learning over differentiated learning, thus eliciting the best in eachlearning over differentiated learning, thus eliciting the best in each
child and making them lifelong learners, bubbling with self-confidence,child and making them lifelong learners, bubbling with self-confidence,
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with an intrinsic potential for global leadership.with an intrinsic potential for global leadership.

PLAYPLAY

We develop path-breaking play-based pedagogies grounded inWe develop path-breaking play-based pedagogies grounded in
research on cognitive developmental psychology. We guide andresearch on cognitive developmental psychology. We guide and
mentor the students to be independent thinkers and problem-solversmentor the students to be independent thinkers and problem-solvers
by providing a playful environment for learning.by providing a playful environment for learning.

LEARNLEARN

We provide an enriching learning experience by amalgamating indoorWe provide an enriching learning experience by amalgamating indoor
and outdoor activities. The latest pedagogy and technology cater toand outdoor activities. The latest pedagogy and technology cater to
multiple intelligencesmultiple intelligences

INNOVATEINNOVATE

We offer the right environment for innovation and support the studentsWe offer the right environment for innovation and support the students
to bring their ideas to fruition.to bring their ideas to fruition.
EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE
At Sheoran, they will experience the joys of learning which willAt Sheoran, they will experience the joys of learning which will
transform them into confident individuals with a positive attitude.transform them into confident individuals with a positive attitude.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/sheoran-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/sheoran-
international-school-9443international-school-9443
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